
 

 

 

2011/03/24 DARPA Successfully Completes 3D Holographic Display Technology 
Demonstration Program

Many of today’s conflicts occur in urban settings, making the ability to visualize 
conditions in urban areas increasingly important to commanders and mission 
planners. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) recently 
completed a five-year program called Urban Photonic Sandtable Display (UPSD) 
that creates a real-time, color, 360-degree 3D holographic display to assist battle 

planners. Without having to wear 3D goggles or glasses, a team of planners can view a large-
format, interactive 3D display. Until now, two-dimensional, high-resolution flat panel color 
displays and 3D static monochrome images have been the most advanced visual planning 
tools available. 

 

2011/03/17 DARPA Kicks Off Maximum Mobility and Manipulation M3
Robots have great potential to enhance human effectiveness in military and other 
defense missions. Ground robots have already saved many lives and have 
prevented thousands of other casualties in explosive ordinance disposal (EOD) 
missions. Compared to humans and animals, however, the mobility and 
manipulations capability of robots currently in service is poor. If these limitations 
were overcome, robots could much more effectively assist warfighters and other 

DoD personnel across a greater range of missions.

 

2011/03/15 DARPA XC2V Design Challenge Explores Advantages of Crowd-Sourced Design
How novel of a design of a vehicle body might a crowd produce? And how fast? 
That was the goal of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA) 
Experimental Crowd-derived Combat-support Vehicle (XC2V) Design Challenge, 
which launched on February 3. A creative, innovative design community stepped up 
to complete the first part of that goal.

 

2011/03/08 M-GRIN Aims to Push Specialized Optics Manufacturing to New Level
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Light generally travels in straight lines and, although an ordinary lens can bend light, 
it is often impossible to get a single lens to make all the light end up where it’s 
supposed to. Instead, many lenses must be used in combination, where each lens 
does its part to have the light end up where it is supposed to. This approach leads 
to large, heavy and complex optical assemblies and a higher manufacturing cost for 

specialized optics. 

 

2011/03/04 Voting now open in DARPA XC2V Design Challenge
What do you think is more useful in a vehicle for the warfighter: a removable door 
that doubles as a defensible fighting position when away from the vehicle, a tortoise 
shell-inspired rollover recovery frame, or a modular exoframe enabling multiple 
configurations and additional storage options? 

 

2011/02/25 Calling All Alumni!

DARPA would like to keep all of our Alumni informed of upcoming Alumni events 
and other news. DARPA is planning on hosting a couple of major Alumni events 
each year, with our next event tentatively scheduled for late spring on the west 
coast. Invitations to register for this event will be sent via email to our existing 
Alumni contacts.

2011/02/09 100-Year Starship Study Strategic Planning Workshop Held
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the NASA Ames 
Research Center announced their 100-Year Starship Study in October. This study is 
examining the business model needed to develop and mature technologies that 
would enable long-distance manned space flight a century from now. Anticipated to 
last one year, the study kicked off in January with a Strategic Planning Workshop.

 

2011/02/03 DARPA issues Experimental Crowd-derived Combat-support Vehicle (XC2V) 
Design Challenge

Today’s warfighters are called upon to operate at peak efficiency in virtually every 
terrain and under myriad harsh environmental conditions. Would their ability to face 
rapidly changing mission demands improve by introducing a dynamic method of 
manafucturing military vehicles that streamlines the design/build process, introduces 
the latest in innovation, and keeps pace with the needs of the warfighter?

 

2011/01/13 NEW-HIP Program Advances Avionics Networks
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Modern military aircraft are burdened with miles of heavily shielded copper wire 
cables that connect a multitude of components. This cabling is heavy and subject to 
deterioration due to harsh environmental conditions encountered in normal flight 
operations. In addition, cables needed for carrying analog radio frequency signals 
are expensive, fragile and difficult to install and replace. Some more modern aircraft 
employ multimode fiber cables, which can carry only a single digital signal. DARPA’s 
Network Enabled by Wavelength division multiplexing Highly Integrated Photonics 

(NEW-HIP) program aims to replace current aircraft wiring with a single-mode fiber-optic 
network, where each fiber can carry multiple digital and analog signals. 

 

2011/01/07 DARPA moves closer to cost-effective fabrication of custom application-specific 
integrated circuits

To help meet a critical need for high-resolution lithography for cost-effective 
fabrication of application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC), DARPA’s Maskless 
Nanowriter program is developing a massively-parallel, direct-write electron-beam 
(eBeam) lithography tool with a write speed more than 100 times faster than current 
single-column eBeam tools. If successful, this program will eliminate the need for 
expensive mask sets and will increase economic viability of small-lot production for 

custom, ASICs and micro-electromechanical systems. The new Nanowriter tool is targeted at 
the 45-nm lithography node with technology scalable to 32 nm and beyond.

 

2011/01/04 DARPA Kicks Off Mind’s Eye Program
Ground surveillance is a mission normally performed by human assets, including 
Army scouts and Marine Corps Force Recon. Military leaders would like to shift this 
mission to unmanned systems, removing troops from harm’s way, but unmanned 
systems lack a capability that currently exists only in humans: visual intelligence. 
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is addressing this 
problem with Mind’s Eye, a program aimed at developing a visual intelligence 

capability for unmanned systems. 

 

Media Queries

Please direct all media queries to DARPAPublicAffairsOffice@DARPA.mil 
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